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ABSTRACT
    

Our main motive forthis paper has been the ob-
servationthat, while artificial intelligence is a promi-
nent branch of computer science that has evenfound its
way into popular culture, it appears that its“fruits” are
an inconsequential part of the computer industry. The
papertries to assess the extent to whichthis observa-
tion is accurate, by determining andanalyzing some
important factors that affect the fortunes of AI tech-
nologies in themarketplace. It identifies the stages in
the admission process of Information Technology and
the particular obstacles AI is facing during that process.
Finally, basedupon the patterns that theresearch re-
vealed, we makesome predictions about thecommer-
cialization of AI in the future.

INTRODUCTION

“Digital computers canreadily be programmed
to exhibit modes ofbehavior[...] usually as-
sociated only with the nervous systems of liv-
ing organisms.”

An optimistic prediction of auniversity professor
or research scientist of today? Hardly. The above text is
the openingparagraph of a paperwritten by members
of the ComputerLaboratory ofHarvardUniversity and
delivered in the ACM National Meeting in 1952.

The challengingnature of artificialintelligence re-
search isperhaps what makesmany peoplesuspicious
towards its proposed practicalapplications: As
ProfessorJ.D. Ullman puts it [25]: “The fundamental
problem of AI research is that it startsfrom lofty goals
and then retreats.[...] There are twokinds of AI: one
dealswith really perceivedhard problems, likevision
and planning [...] Theother [areas],fuzzy logic, neural
nets, expert systems and the like have very limiteduse-
fulness”. Others tend to see the problem inslightly dif-
ferent terms: In the words ofHarvey P. Newquist[18],
author of theBrain Makers, a history of the AIindus-
try, “It has becomeincreasinglyevident [...] that there
are two AIs: one theoretical and one practical.”This
kind of distinction is one of the mainreasons of confu-
sion and misunderstanding about AI applications.

We define AI technology as atool to extract and
synthesize knowledge from information. Under thatdef-
inition, today’s AI systems would

• Help organisations manage knowledge assets and
deal with complexity

• Help experts solve difficult analysis problems
and design new devices.

• Learn from examples
• Provide answers to English questions using both

structured data and free text.

Our focus is on the admission of artificialintelli-
gencetechnology, aspart of a process of transfer of
technology. Technologytransfer is about delivering
“approaches,ideas andskills” [20]. We regard admis-
sion of the technology by the organisational user as the
most critical step in this process.

In the remainder ofthis paper, the admissionpro-
cess will be viewed in the context of Information
Technology. In the following sections wewill specifi-
cally concentrate on some of theuniqueproblems that
arise in theadmission of AI-related technologies by
prospective users,discuss currenttrends andsuggest a
new direction for artificial intelligence technology.

COMMERCIALIZATION  OF  AI

   The      Past  
Artificial intelligence started the transition from re-

search area to marketable commoditywith the formula-
tion of the Knowledge Principle:"The level of compe-
tence in performing an intelligent task is a function of
the available knowledge." Knowledge representation and
expert systems became themain focus of AI re-
searchers, andwithin a few years, the technology had
reached astagewhere thebasic theory wasunderstood
well enough to try and market it.

A few AI firms had already been founded in the late
70’s (Larry Harris founded AICorp as early as1975).
The beginning of the 80’ssignaled the arrival of com-
mercial AI applications on a larger scale. LMI,
Symbolics, IntelliCorp,Teknowledge,InferenceCorp
and Carnegie Group were all founded between1980 and
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1984, leading to comments about a "CaliforniaGold
Rush" approach to AIsolutions [11]. For the next few
years, expert systems and tools began toenter the mar-
ket - in manufacturing, as adecisionsupporttool, for
nuclear test ban verification, in thefinancial sector, the
Department of Defense, and in many other areas.

These systems were efficient, and their use has of-
ten increasedproductivity by factors of 10 or more.
DuPont hassavedover $1billion using anexpert sys
tem that cost$50,000 to develop [15]. The Auth-
orizer’s Assistantused by theAmerican Expresscredit
card division was found to be 96.5% accurate. However,
the systems were builtmostly in LISP, alanguage no
MIS or DP peoplewere familiar with, and required
specialized hardware. Theinstallation of an Expert
System (ES) required abreakwith traditional COBOL-
basedinformation systems,which was a shift many
companieswere notinclined to make. In thewords of
Harry Reinstein, founder of Aion, a successfulproducer
of expert system development tools: “Our biggestcom-
petitor was not AICorp, it was COBOL”.

Nonetheless, thefield grew, and from about 30
fielded systems in 1985, the number went tomore than
1100 in 1987. The size of themarketgrew correspond-
ingly: the AI Industry crossed the $1billion mark in
1986. But even in those times of growth, AIfirms did
not have a clear sense of direction: In 1986,
Teknowledge was reported to “change itsproducts strat-
egy every quarter”. Thedistribution of revenueamong
industry segments was also worrisome(fig.1).

The AI Market in 1986
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As the PC revolution moved into high gear, the AI
hardware segment, until then mainly in the business of
LISP machines,suffered. The advent ofhigh perfor-
mance PCs andworkstations runningLISP environ-
mentsmadestand-aloneLISP machines a muchmore

expensiveproposition, andcompaniesstarted folding
up.

Specialized AIhardware hassince all but disap-
peared: LMI filed forbankruptcy assoon as 1987 and
Symbolics, once the front runner of theentire industry,
did the same in 1993, after struggling for many years.

In the corporate world, AIsoon becamesynony-
mous with broken promises and a lot of hype, Inorder
to be able tosell their "knowledge-based"products,
companies attempted to clean the “AI” taint fromthem,
primarily by abandoning LISP in favor of C in the im-
plementation of their products.

   The     current     position
Over 70-80% of Fortune 500 companies aretoday

using some AI technology, and many new systemsrely
on AI technology, like the AT&T digital PABX, and
the spell checker in MS Word. Thecurrent installed
base of expertsystems is now in theorder of tens of
thousands [5]. A number of new technologies have also
appeared in the market in recent years.

One of the newest technologies to come out of the
AI labs is the neural net. Neural nets are spreading
rapidly in thecorporate world, mainly because oftheir
ability to learn, thelack of reliance on thecodified
knowledge of an expert, and lowcost. It is estimated
that neural network software salesincreased 65% in
1993 to $44million in 1994 [26]. They areused in
pattern recognition systems in banks, forcheckingcre-
dit ratings, and even to predict the stock market.  

Fuzzy logic is a another technology that is making
its presence felt in the US. Themarket for fuzzy logic
today is mainly incontrol systems. The GMSaturn
uses fuzzy logic in itstransmission.Several appliance
companies use it inproductsranging fromrefrigerators
to microwaves. The size of the market asearly as1991
was reported at$150 million (Cognizer Almanac,
1991).

However, the global AImarket (estimated at$900
million in 1993) hasbeen stagnant for the last few
years. The overall NorthAmerican market for AIsys-
tems was in 1993 estimated at $601million [11], with
more and moresystems employingneural nets and
fuzzy logic. Compare this with OracleCorp., which in
6 years from 1983 to 1989, grew from a$5,000,000 to
a $584,000,000 company, and is now estimated atover
$1.5 billion. The paradox of AI is that although the
technology hasapparent and provenutility value, it
didn't have that kind of impact on the market.   
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ADMISSION  PROCESS  OF  INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

There have been fewproposals for aframework of
the admission process of Information Technology(IT).
We adopt a general model proposed by Zmud et al.
[13],[4]. It is essentially asequential model of six
stages: initiation, adoption, adaptation, acceptance,rou-
tinization and infusion.Notice that the process of ad-
missiondoes notstop with theadoption of thetech-
nology: the model actually is morefocused onwhat
happensafter  that: (fig.2)

• Adaptation
This stage captures the changing nature of technol-

ogy and acknowledges the incremental changesthat ac-
company its use in a commercial environment. We will
not examine that stage.

• Acceptance
Empirical studies confirm that three factors,

attitude towards use, intention to use and frequency of
use can capture userattitudestowards a newtechnol-
ogy. It seems that there is a link between theuser’s be-
liefs about the technology’s usefulness and his/her in-
tention to use it. It alsoseemsthat managerial inter-
vention generallydoes not affect theuser’s attitude to-
ward the technology. That attitude can bechanged
through increased knowledge of the technology [22].
We will be focusing on attitudetoward use andinten-
tion to use, in the context of AI technologies.

• Routinization
Routinization refers to the fact that truly successful

innovations after a period of timebecomeinstitutional-
ized: they become part of thedaily work routine of the
organisation. It hasbeenestablishedthat routinization
meansthree things: perception of innovation use as
“normal”, standardized use  and integration in the ad-
ministrative infrastructure. We will look at thesuccess
AI technologies had in achieving this status.

• Infusion
Finally, infusion refers to thestate where atech-

nology becomesdeeper embedded in theorganisational
structure. The time required for a technology toachieve
that status is usually substantial. Wewill not be look-

ing into this stage, mainlybecause of therelative
youth of commercial AI applications.  

The mere adoption of a technologydoes not guar-
antee a long-lasting productive presence in the organiza-
tional infrastructure. The technology is put to full use
when it establishes itself bymoving through the ad-
mission process.

THE  CASE  OF  ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

In order toverify our claim that artificial intelli-
gence technologies rarely moved through the admission
process, weneed todetermine themajor factors that
pertained to AI and adverselyaffected itsacceptance and
routinization. Inthis section we discusssome impor-
tant issues that explain thefortunes of "intelligent"
technologies in the commercial world.

   The     Image     problem
From its early years, Artificial Intelligence has

been afflicted by an image problem. Thesuccessesthat
came out of early AI researchefforts tended to drift
away from the field, and becomeindependent areas of
their own, and as a result, AI wasperceived as  a do-
main of unsolvable problems.This, however unfortu-
nate, was unavoidable,because of the unclear percep-
tions we hadabout the nature of intelligence. As
Marvin Minsky points out, “Intelligence is an attribute
people ascribe to mental behaviorthat theyadmire but
do not understand”[23].That situation sometimes led
people to attribute thesuccess of anyintelligent-
looking application to “mere programming”.

Coupled with this was the mediahype that accom-
panied the advent of the AIfirms, often fueled by the
overoptimistic comments andpredictions made by
some AI pioneers andvisionaries. The overpromise,
and a tendency toglossover thedeeperproblems (e.g.
knowledge acquisition and representation), killed many
good applications, and created an environment where, as
early as1984, peoplewere talking about awidespread
disdain of AI.

   Selling      technology,     not     solutions
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One feature of AI that made itdifferent from many
other technologies wasthat the initial impetus for it
came not from the industry, butfrom academia. AI, in
other words, was a supply-push technology. As a result
of this, there has been achronic mismatch between
what the userexpectedfrom AI software, and what the
AI firms provided. What the end userneeds is asolu-
tion to his problem; the nature of thatsolution was an
issue of secondaryimportance,compared to hisesti-
mate of how useful thesolution is. Expert systems
were sold as technology, while organisationspurchased
them as an answer to a problem.

It turned out that this answer wassometimes
wrong, or even referred to the wrongproblem.Medical
information systemsfocused ondiagnosis,when the
medical community mainly demandedsmarter record-
keeping. Often, thepackages containedonly barebones
technology that the users wereunable andunwilling to
tame. This lack offocus on thecustomer'sneedsham-
pered the continued acceptance of thetechnology.
Additionally, there was a lack of expertise in designing
expertsystems. So,eventhough thetechnological as-
pects of AI may have been revolutionary, en-
trepreneurial efforts met with early failures.

    Marketing      Strate    gies  
Dr. Larry Harris, founder ofAICorp, has recently

said that the success of artificial intelligence companies
is going todepend onmarketing asopposed to techni-
cal differencesbetween the products. The AIindustry
has not been willing to understand that point.

For a nascenttechnology, long-termsuccess is
crucially dependent on initial performance.
Unfortunately, instead of trying to tackle problems
which were well understood, andcould be easily codi-
fied, many of the AI companies touted theirproducts as
a panacea for all thetroubles of an organisation. The
whole industrysuffered when the systemscould not
live up to these promises.

Another marketing mistake was that the AI appli-
cations market wasinitially restricted to R&Ddepart-
ments within large corporations. Focusing on thislow-
volume, technology-aware segment allowed AIcorpora-
tions to ignore the "user-unfriendliness" of their soft-
ware. In thelong term, thatbecame amajor hurdle in
selling their products to thenontechnical end user.
What further aggravated thesituation was thatmost of
the initial AI entrepreneurs came from anacademicset-
ting and so were not corporate "insiders".

  Immaturity     of     the     underlying     technology
Very little work has been done on“shrink-wrap-

ping” expert system technology — knowledge represen-
tation is still more of an art than ascience. Moreover,
AI was a “fragile” technology: results obtained in a lab

were not agood predictor ofactual performance in the
field.  For expert systems, and more so forneuralnets,
how a specificresult is obtained is notclear, mainly
because they are declarative and notproceduralsystems.
Therefore, it is difficult to guarantee the performance
and the accuracy of the system.

   Cultural factors
AI technology, unlike others, tries to simulatein-

telligent behavior, and so it comesinto direct conflict
with humans performing the sametasks. However,
computer systems are notaccountable the wayhumans
are. In many systems, AI systems are used to make cru-
cial decisions, decisions concerning loansanctions,
credit card fraud, andstock market investment,among
others. As we saw above,thesesystems are notvali-
dated, and so managers feel uneasy about trustingthem.
AI companies made the mistake of marketing their sys-
tems, not as"advisors/helpers", but as "experts",thus
alienating manydecision-makersthat felt uneasy and
threatened.

Reluctance to theroutinization of expert systems
also came from the people who would ultimately be us-
ing and maintaining them — themanagers in the MIS
departments within corporations.Accustomed tomain-
frames and COBOL, they did notfeel comfortablewith
the LISP/LISP machine environment, andhelpedinflu-
ence top management against such systems.  

   Unfortunate     timing
At the time when AI systems first entered themar-

ket, widespreadcomputing facilitieswere still a thing
of the future. The PC revolution wasjust starting to
get under way, and it was not yetclear what role com-
puterswould play in thecorporate world. As aresult,
selling AI software wasmuch more difficult than it
would be now. The global recession and the stockmar-
ket crashalso hindered thegrowth of AI firms. When
the recession struck, AI products and personnel were the
first to suffer, becausethey were thenewest and the
most suspect costs in an organisation.

   Still       more     problems
Since AI proposes the automation of mentaltasks,

its benefits are oftenhard to quantify. It takes a
substantial amount of timebefore such asystem can
produce a noticeable effect on a company's productivity,
and so there is a large gestation period before it can earn
the faith of company management.

Last, but not least, is theproblem of customer
support.Early AI professionalswere expensive and in
short supply. Their focus therefore was ondevelopment
of newer and better systems, so they ignored thecrucial
issue of software maintenance. As aresult, customer
support for those applications inevitablysuffered. It
was not uncommon for major,successful expertsys-
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tems to slide into obsolescence, mainly due to thelack
of regular upgrading and maintenance.  

TRENDS  AND  DIRECTIONS

It is clear from the aboveanalysis that  various
spin-offs of AI research have failed toestablish them-
selves as industrial strength applications.Nevertheless,
there are a couple ofpositive signsthat must betaken
into account.

The consolidation of the industry, adirect result of
the harsh shakeout that took place in thelate 1980s, is
bound to prove beneficial to the field. The concentra-
tion will also hopefullyprovide for some long-sought
standards.  

Another important aspectthat implies acceptance
of AI technologies is the number andsize of in-house
projects, that are not included in any industryclassifica-
tion. The bulk of neuralnets,fuzzy systems andeven
knowledge-basedsystems aredevelopedinternally by
the government and corporations [5]. It seemsthat in-
house development is a major trend in AI, that explains
the fact that many success stories go unannounced.  But
that trend suggests a newdirection for AI technology,
one that AI purists might not like.

   A     new     path
There is a newtrend growing among AI users, de-

velopers and a number of researchers towardsacceptance
of the fact that AI is often notgoing to be thedefini-
tive solution to the problems thatindividuals or organ-
isations face; it is generally going to be only apiece in
a puzzle.

The key to the acceptance androutinization of AI
technology at this point seems to be a low profile. As
Prof. Jim Hutchinson(MIT AI Lab) recently said:
"Problems of reduced size create high expectations
about depth"1. Intelligent systems can profitfrom con-
centrating in handling moremundanetasks in amore
intelligent way.  Perhaps themost efficient way to do
that is to bring artificial intelligence applications to the
domestic user. Several of the problems thatarise every
day in the home, from plumbing to cooking togarden-
ing could beeasedwith the use of "simple" AI. The
benefits to home users are apparent. The gain to the
field would be access to ahuge market.  Of course,
drastic changes in the waysuch systems aredesigned
will have to be made.Like any consumer software, it
must be easily usable. Itshould also beeasy to
configure thesystem to tailor it to auser's specific
needs.

                                    
1Information  and  Decision  Technologies,  vol  199,  1994

That implies a shift in the idea of what intelligent
systems dotowards what we would probably call
"weakest AI": for all practical purposes,expertsystems
technology should beviewed merely asgood software.
Once the ghost of "intelligence" has been laid to rest, it
will be easier toconcentrate on thestrengths ofexpert
systems - their ability to providebetter leveraging,dis-
tribution, and enhancement of valuable expertise.

In today's Information Age, the emphasis is shift-
ing from information processing to knowledgeprocess-
ing. At the sametime, we lack an automatedtool to
help convert information into knowledge. Another
problem modern organisations face is that of knowledge
distribution. Currently, only a small portion of the or-
ganisational knowledge is available at the point ofdeci-
sion, "at the moment of truth". It is here, in thearea of
knowledge processing anddistribution, that AI has a
large role to play. Over the past fewdecades, it has de-
velopedmany of thetools to process knowledge and
provide decisionsupport. Therefore, it is in thebest
position to corner this vastuntappedmarket. It is esti-
matedthat less than0.1% of current applications can
claim to deal with such issues [15].

To take a broader view, we can see AI aspart of a
growing Knowledge Automation Industry, alongwith
OOP, networks, and CASE [5].Huge databases are be-
ing built, anddatawarehousing is becoming acentral
issue in databasemanagement.Knowledge basedsys-
temswill have a largerole to play in managing such
massive quantities of data.

Another new direction that AIproducts should fol-
low is in embedded software. We are not alone in spec-
ulating that in 10 years, there will be someform of AI
in almost all software packages.Similarly, micropro-
cessorsusing fuzzy logic should becomeincreasingly
popular. According to some predictions, by 1996 or
1997 fuzzy microprocessors  could amount tohalf the
embedded applications market [27].

   Continued     Interaction
"The essential technologies to build computers

came from major laboratoriesthat were supported by
companies thatwere almost monopolistic. Andthey
brought an enormous constancy of purpose andfunding
that is never true at a university", JamesGibbons,
Dean of School of Engineering,Stanford University
[9]. For AI, such abase of corporateresearchsupport
has not been set upyet. And unlessindustry partici-
pates in AI research in amajor way, thecurrent mis-
match that exists between research and industry needs is
going to persist.

That does not mean that industry and academe
should drift apart. The problems with AI had their roots
exactly in the industry-academedivide, which prevented
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researchers from understanding the nature of thedemand
for AI applications. On the flip side, MIS professionals
were unwilling to use theproducedtechnology in their
companies. It is obviouslycritical to establishconnec-
tions between the people developing AIsystems and
the people advancing the state-of-the-art in AI theory; it
is still in universities where new ideas willmost likely
be born.

   Short-term     growth
Even under thebest of circumstances, we do not

believe that there will be a significant change in the
size of the AI industry in thenext few years. We are
especially cautioustowards a couple of new and
promising technologies.

Intelligent agents are thecurrent buzzword in the
AI world, a whole issue of theCommunications of the
ACM having been devoted to them [3]. It is highly un-
likely that they will beallowed to roamaround on the
Internet unchecked[25], as theybear anuncanny func-
tional resemblance toviruses. TheInternet Worm is
one example of whatcould happen to a rogueagent.
Some of the problems  encountered in thecreation of
agents (e.g. queries among different databases) have
resisted earlier effortsfrom researchers inother fields.
Finally, the point has been raised that agents will create
pockets of over-automation, requiring moretending and
feeding than doing a task by hand.

On a similar note, weshould put the short-term
growth potential of neural nets in perspective. Most in-
dustry watchers todayrate neural networks as the
technology of the future.Neural netshave thedistinc-
tive property of being able to adapt to a changingenvi-
ronment, making them favorable in many contexts to a
conventional KBS. Nevertheless, itmust beaddedthat
neural nets arestill quite firmly in the experimental
stage, and their learning ability is rather limited.

CONCLUSIONS

It has beenshown that the limited penetration of
artificial intelligent technology in the businesscom-
munity is due to anumber of external and internalfac-
tors. A sequential model for theadmission process of
Information technologies isproposed tosubstantiate
the claim that applications of AIhave rarely and for
good reason movedbeyond theadoptionstage. It is fi-
nally arguedthat AI systemshave graduallymade a
niche for themselves in thecorporate world, and are
now well positioned to assume acentral role inboth
corporate and home computing.
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